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Aquaflex Modified Dry-Set Installation Process - Sheet
SMOOTH... POROUS... CLEAN...

Prep

Acclimate

Spread/Set

Finish

Ÿ SMOOTH... POROUS... CLEAN. Be prepared to encounter deteriorated installation materials. Use mechanical

means to smooth what you can and to knock out what’s loose. Skim the entire area, allow sufficient time for cure.
Some areas may require a second or third pass. DO NOT spread adhesive through wet or uncured Patch & Skim.
Remember SMOOTH, POROUS, CLEAN is our goal. Before mark-up and adhesive spread, make sure you wet mop.

While floor prep is going on, begin conditioning the flooring material. Unroll and trim the appropriate length.
Reverse roll the section and allow 30mins to release roll tension. If flash coving is requested, proceed with the double
stick tape technique which avoids nail or screw impressions. Always use a cove stick.

Fold back half the section and spread adhesive. NEVER PUT LEFT OVER ADHESIVE BACK INTO THE BUCKET. ONCE ON
THE FLOOR, IT’S CONTAMINATED. Allow 30mins for flash and loss of gloss or sheen to the adhesive. Let the adhesive
penetrate the concrete. Insure particulate matter is removed from the sheet backing. We’re dry-setting the roll. Roll
the flooring into the adhesive slowly using down pressure forming a “tear shape” as pictured. NEVER FLOP. Adjust
alignment and smooth out the material as you slowly roll. Once set, immediately roll. First in the direction of the
section and then again at a right angle. Repeat for the process for the opposing side.

Flash coving and heat welding is a practiced skill set. In a clinic environment it is imperative that it be done correctly.
Heat welding corners of flash coving can be done the same night. Heat weld the field after 24hrs. Don’t rush it.
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